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Abstract: The article examines the theoretical and applied aspects of the new network-centric approach to the
management of tourist destinations. The model is based on the use of modern information technologies and
network organization of information exchange destinations with consumers of tourism services and marketing
organizations.  Networks  are considered as "clusters"  or  aggregation  structures consisting mainly of small
and  medium  tourism  enterprises.  The principle of self-synchronization  in  a  network-centric  management
of destinations considered. The concept of "tourism and recreation attractor" is introduced and justified.
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INTRODUCTION Destinations  need  to differentiate their  products

Speaking of network-centric management private sectors in the tourist market.
technologies in the tourism industry [1, 2], it should be
noted that: MATERIALS AND METHODS

The relationship of tourism and information Centric resource management involves the creation
technology processes cause consistent change of Russian destinations area network developed
structures, players and tourism products on tourism communicational and informational sites. Its main
market in order to adapt to rapidly changing characteristics are [3]: high effective "information grid",
consumer behavior; providing access to all relevant information about the
Tourism sector is forced to use more flexible destination, advanced control system tourist resources,
technology infrastructures that promote business integrated “sensitive surface, connected in a network
networks in locally destinations; system of destination’s “agents”.
These networks can be considered as "clusters" or In the scientific and practical sense, such
aggregation structures consisting mainly of small construction    of    destination’s  organization  would
and medium tourism enterprises, who help each other allow to apply to it more effective and rapid form of
(the principle of "B2B"), providing customers with management and self-synchronization [4]. For the
the "full package" of tourism products and services; purposes of this article it is important that the
In an increasingly competitive market for electronic management of the mass psychology of tourists belongs
commerce  of  tourist  products and services and in to a class of problems solved synergy [5]. To apply its
the  absence  of  the Destination Management principles in the management of the tourism industry
System  (DMS),  reinforcing  the  interactions needs to know the laws of stochastic processes, the
between suppliers, customers and marketing theory of nonlinear systems, to operate with concepts of
organizations, destination cannot maintain its tourist phase space,  attractor-as  a goal,  steady-state
attraction; destination.

and to develop partnerships between the public and
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Under terms of synergy let’s define "tourist- functioning   multivariancy    management   decisions.
recreation attractor" as steady state destination in a This will improve their cost-effectiveness in the
country which has the property of attracting a sufficient management process aimed at achieving these complex
set of trajectories of the system for its effective existence organized structures of dynamic stability in a nonlinear
and development associated with the preferences of medium of their functioning and multi-variant management
tourists behaves as a set of active elements of the decisions. An important factor in this case is the practical
network-centric systems [6]. application of such object, as attractor that self-organizes

Attractors  have  such  an important feature that if destination.
the object in it, will  come  out  of this state, then after Implementation  process  of innovations diffusion
some time will return to the attractor, showing the and advanced technologies will contribute to the creation
property of asymptotic stability, i.e. property tourists in our country tourist and recreational innovative
back to a successfully tested attractor-destination. infrastructure with  extensive  use of the latest advances

Scientific support of the attractor’s idea for this in the development of international business cooperation
sphere associated with the concepts fluctuations, chaos, networks, as well as models of active influence on public
bifurcation, dissipation, diffusion of innovations, i.e. new consciousness in social networks.
conceptual framework, including catastrophe theory.
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